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Abstract

The path integral generalization of the Casson invariant as developed by Rozansky and Witten

is investigated. The path integral for various three manifolds is explicitly evaluated. A new class

of topological observables are introduced that may allow for more effective invariants. Finally it

is shown how the dimensional reduction of these theories correspond to a generalization of the

topological B sigma model.
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1 Introduction

The Casson invariant, a three manifold invariant, has been with us since 1985. Originally it was

defined, by Casson, for ZHS's (integral homology spheres) [6]. In this situation, Taubes showed

that the Casson invariant can be viewed as the Euler characteristic of the Floer homology of flat

SU(2) connections on the integral homology sphere [19]. There is a path integral representation

of the invariant, due to Witten, which formally gives back the construction of Taubes [21]. Atiyah

and Jeffrey interpreted this result as being a definition of a 'regularised' Euler characteristic of

the (infinite dimensional) space of SU(2) connections on ZHS's. An alternative interpretation

of the path integral was given in [2]. There it was argued that the Casson invariant is the Euler

Characteristic of the moduli space of flat connections (when the space is disjoint it is the Euler

characteristic of each component sumed with signs given by spectral flow)1. This interpretation

is in keeping with the work of Taubes.

The invariant was generalised to rational homology spheres by Walker in [20]. After much

activity, Lescop gave a surgery formula for the invariant so that it could be extended to all three

'A description of this construction which is perhaps more accessible to mathematicians can be found in a
forthcoming book [14]. There one will also find a discussion on the three dimensional analogue of the Seiberg-
Witten invariant and its relationship to the Casson invariant.



manifolds, see [12] and references therein. These generalisations are for the SU(2) invariant.

There is now an 5C/(3) extension of the Casson invariant for ZHS's due to Boden and Herald

[5]. Each generalisation is confronted by various analytical problems which had to be overcome.

The path integral version makes sense, as it stands, for any three manifold and for any gauge

group and so, in principal, offers a handle on the Casson invariant that goes beyond what is

mathematically accesable at present. Unfortunately the path integral in question proved very

difficult to evaluate.

The situation changed dramatically as a consequence of the solution of the N = 2 super Yang-

Mills theory in four dimensions [17]. This work had profound consequences for the study of four

manifold invariants. On passing to three dimensions2 Seiberg and Witten [18] gave a solution to

the N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory with gauge group 5/7(2) in the coulomb branch. The moduli

space of the theory was conjectured to be the Atiyah-Hitchin two monopole moduli space. To

pass to the path integral representation of the Casson invariant one starts with the physical

theory and one twists it (I describe this in the body of the paper). Since the topological theory

ought not to depend on which scale we are looking at, twisting the full theory or twisting the

low energy effective theory should yield the same invariant. The Casson invariant is therefore

given by a particular path integral part of whose data includes the integration over the space of

maps from the three manifold to the Atiyah-Hitchin space A'AH-

The Rozansky-Witten invariant Z%W[M] is then one manifestation of the path integral invariant

[16], the manifestation in which one has a supersymmetric sigma model of maps from M to

some hyper-Kahler manold X. This corresponds to the Casson invariant of M when A' = A'AH-

Rozansky and Witten establish that in this case one does indeed reproduce all the known general

results of the Casson invariant including the surgery formula of Lescop [12]. One can read this

sucess in the opposite direction, namely that this confirms the conjecture of Seiberg and Witten

that for the physical theory the coulomb branch moduli space is XAH-

Some immediate consequences of [16] are that for 6j(M) > 3 the invariant vanishes and for

1 < b\(M) < 3 the invariant is related to classical invariants of the three manifold. So while one

has a generalization of the Casson invariant, this generalization does not, at first sight, help to

provide non-trivial invariants for three manifolds with b\[M) ^ 0. One of the aims of this paper

is to introduce observables which may correspond to non-trivial invariants for any bi(M).

In section 2 I give a quick review of the work of Rozansky and Witten, though the discussion

presented is slightly different from the one in [16]. This is followed, in section 3, with a non-

perturbative evaluation of the path integral for manifolds of the form E x S 1 . One obtains, in a

straightforward way, the invariant ZJp^fSxS1] in terms of invariants of X. One advantage of the

approach adopted here is that one does not need to know that the Hilbert space of states is finite

dimensional. The following section proceeds to slightly more complicated manifolds-mapping

tori. This is followed by a discussion of the types of theories that one obtains on dimensional

reduction. One finds B-type topological sigma models. Kapranov [8] and Kontsevich [10] have

shown that the manifold X need not be hyper-Kahler it is enough that it be holomorphic

symplectic. Indeed the Kapranov-Kontsevich theory reduced yields a slight generalisation of the

2In section 5 I explain, rather broadly, how one passes from a higher dimensional manifold to a lower dimen-
sional one.



topological B-models.

There are a number of things that are missing. One has to do with the relationship of the

Rozansky-Witten invariants to the known universal invariant the so called LMO invariant [13].

Rozansky and Witten establish that their theory provides a weight system, but this is just short

of establishing that their invariants arise from the LMO invariant. The missing part is given in

[7], where a rather more general evaluation of the path integrals involved is also to be found.

The relationship to the SC/(3) invariant [5] is also adressed there.

Another glaring gap is the relationship between this work and Donaldson theory on four mani-

folds of the form M x S1, the Seiberg-Witten invariant and the u-plane. Something which will

be filled in elsewhere as it is one of the main motivations for this work.

2 The Rozansky-Wi t t en Mode l

The starting point is that at low energies the path integral that corresponds to the Casson

invariant becomes a topological supersymmetric sigma model. The supersymmetry is such that

the target space of the sigma model should be hyper-Kahler. To write down such a topologi-

cal field theory in three dimensions Rozansky and Witten twist a model that comes from the

reduction of a supersymmetric sigma model in six dimensions. The way this works is reviewed

presently. For the moment all we need are some facts about hyper-Kahler manifolds and their

complexified tangent bundles.

A real manifold of dimension 2m has holonomy group S0(2m) (or some subgroup thereof). If

that manifold admits a complex structure then the holonomy group can be reduced to U(m) C

S0(2m). Furthermore if the manifold admits a Ricci flat metric the holonomy group is SU(n).

If X is a hyper-Kahler manifold (dimR X = An) then there is a Riemannian metric such that

the Levi-Cevita connection lies in an Sp(n) subgroup of SO(4n) (so that Sp(n) C SU(2n) C

U(2n) C SO(4rc)). The complexified tangent bundle decomposes as

where V is a rank In complex vector bundle with structure group Sp(n) and 5 is a trivial rank 2

complex vector bundle with structure group Sp(l). The Levi-Cevita connection is a connection

in V and the trivial connection in 5. Sp(l) labels are A, B, . . . and there is an invariant

antisymmetric tensor t^B with inverse eAB,

AC zA / o o*\
C f-CB = °B- \1-1)

Sp(n) labels are I, J, . . . and there is also an invariant antisymmetric tensor e/j with inverse

tIKeKJ = 6>j. (2.3)

Local coordinates on X will be denoted 4>x and the metric is </,j. The fact that the tangent

bundle decomposes as in (2.1) means that there exist covariantly constant tensors •yf1 and



that describe the maps from V<S>S to TXc and vice versa. Using these tensors one may express

the Riemann curvature tensor as

Rijkl = -l^lfJlkKlPL^AB^CD^UKL, (2.4)

where Q.UKL is completely symmetric in the indices. A useful relationship is

f'FJ \^B- (2-5)

Fix on a complex structure so that <f>r are holomorphic coordinates on X with respect to this

complex structure. Then we may take

7IAJ = SM6!h -rJ
AI = SA2g

lj€JI. (2.6)

Notice that this means that we have essentially chosen VQ = T* l l0 'X. 5 is a trivial rank 2 bundle

so that on picking a trivialisation one has 5 = C (£ C. Now this means that TQX — V ® 5 =

v <g> (c e c) = Tilfl>x © T(°^X.

With all the preliminaries out of the way we can write down the action. The action is

f /
M JM

where

= Cl f LyVhd^x + c2 / L2 (2.7)
JM JM

Li = ^gijd^d^ + euxlD^ (2.8)

U = \{eijXIDxJ + \^lJKLXIXJXKr}Ly (2.9)

The covariant derivative is

Both of the Lagrangians L\ and L2 are invariant under two independent BRST supersymmetries.

These supersymmetries are defined without the need of picking a prefered complex structure on

X. We will not need this level of generality here, so pick a complex structure on X so that the

(f)1 are local holomorphic coordinates with respect to this complex structure and let one of the

BRST operators, Q act by

Since L\ is BRST exact we may vary the coefficient c\ with impunity. In particular one can take

it, as the authors of [16] do, to equal c%. There is an alternative choice which, from a different

point of view, is more natural. If one starts with the four dimensional u-plane theory of Moore

and Wiiten [15] on a four manifold of the form M x S1 where the circle has radius R (tending to

zero), then on reduction one would find Ci = l/R and c2 = 1. As far as the partition function is

concerned it is irrelevant as to which choice we make for the coefficients. However, the choices

made affect the normalization of observables as will be seen below. For definiteness and to keep

contact with [16] in most of what follows I will take, Ci = ci = c.



2.1 The Measure

To completely specify the theory one needs to fix on some measure for the path integral. The

theory under consideration does not have equality between Grassman odd and Grassman even

fields, so it would seem that there is no canonical choice of measure for the path integral.

However, there are a number of ways to see that the coupling constant dependence of the

measure should be

( ) (V̂ ) () (2-12)

Firstly, this is the standard measure that one would choose given the kinetic terms in (2.7).

Secondly, in the topological gauge theory that corresponds to the Casson invariant there is

a precise pairing between Grassmann even and Grassmann odd fields which means that the

measure in that theory is such that it does not have coupling constant dependence. Some of

the fields that appear there are multiplier fields and these can be integrated out (algebraically

eliminated). The net effect of integrating out the multiplier fields is to put the coupling constant

into the measure of the remaining fields precisely as indicated in (2.12) (for the gauge theory).

Also, thinking of L2 as a Chern-Simons type topological Lagrangian density and Li as a gauge

fixing Lagrangian one would be led to the measure (2.12), which guarantees that at one loop

there is no coupling constant dependence.

The choice of measure is important since it will be crucial for us to follow the coupling constant

dependence as we take various limits. From now on set cj = c<i = c.

Apart from factors of c there are questions concerning the e dependence of the measure. In [16]

a detailed specification of this dependence is given. Also in the text some factors of 2n make

an appearance that is not commented on, for example in (3.21), these factors are obtained on

scaling the relevant zero modes by y/2w and are consistent with the normalization of the path

integral given in [16].

2.2 Reduction of 6-Dimensional Theories and Twisting

The way that Rozansky and Witten derived the action (2.7) was to begin with a supersymmetric

sigma model in six dimensions, to reduce to three and then to twist. The model in question

has a map $ : R -> X and chiral fermions ip taking values in <J>*(V). The 50(6) (spin(6))

Lorentz symmetry for the bosons (fermions) in six dimensions becomes an S0(3)E X 5O(3)/v

((SU(2)E X SU(2)N)/Z2) symmetry on dimensional reduction3 to three dimensions, where

SO(3)E is the Lorentz group on R3. The supersymmetry charges transform as two copies of

(2,2) under (SU(2)EX SU(2)I\). Such a supersymmetry cannot be placed on an arbitrary three

manifold. To proceed one 'twists'. Twisting in this case means taking the diagonal subgroup

SU{2)E, of {SU{2)E X SU{2)N) to be the new Lorentz group. Under SU{2)E> each copy of

the supersymmetry charges transforms as 1 © 3. The tensorial properties of the fields can be

determined. Note that under S0(3)E X 50(3)/v the field $ transforms as (1,1) under SU(2)E>

In the following discussion I will not be careful about wether the reduction includes a time like direction or
not. Subtleties that arise from this have been adressed in [3].
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it is therefore a 1, so that it remains a zero form. The spinor ip transformed as (2,2) under

{SU{2)E X 5C/(2)^)/Z2 so that under the diagonal it transforms as 1 ©3, splitting into the zero

form TJ and the one form x-

The gauge theory that produces the Casson invariant is a twisted N = 4 supersymmetric theory.

This can also be obtained by reducing a theory from six dimensions down to three. The theory in

question is N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory, which enjoys, in six dimensions, an extra'accidental'

SU(2)R symmetry. The field content in six dimensions is a connection AmdxM and a chiral

spinor i/> (a section of S+ ® adP, where S+ is the positive spin bundle). The supersymmetry

charge, on reduction to three dimensions, transforms as a (2,2,2) of SU(2)E X SU(2)pj X SU(2)R.

As one can imagine there are many possible twisted theories, however the one of interest does

not come by taking the diagonal of SU(2)E X SU(2)N as for the sigma model, rather, one sets

SU(2)E< to be the diagonal of SU(2)E X SU(2)R. The supersymmetry charge remains a doublet

of SU(2)N, and transforms as a 1 © 3 of SU{2)E>. On reduction the connection transforms as

(3,1,1) ©(1,3,1) while the spinor transforms as (2, 2, 2) of SU{2)E x SU(2)N x SU{2)R. On

twisting, the connection transforms as (3,1) © (1,3) and the spinor as a (1,2) © (3,2) under

SU(2)E> x SU(2)N.

It is curious that the two different path integral realizations of the Casson invariant arise on

taking different twists of theories which start of life in six dimensions.

2.3 The Perturbative Limit

The fact that the theory does not depend on the constant c, means that we will be able to

'localise' the path integral onto the set of constant maps. Let,

c=i, (2.13)

with the aim of. shortly, taking the R -+ 0 limit. Write the fields <j)x and rj1 in an orthogonal

decomposition as 'fluctuating' parts with subscript q (for quantum) plus harmonic components

which have the subscript 0

V1 = Vo + r)1,, (2.15)

1 can still be harmonic). In order to take the R —>• 0 limit we scale the fluctuating fields

V1

X1 -»• VRX'- (2.16)

Notice that this scaling does not have unit Jacobian, rather the effect is to change the measure

(2.12) to

D ft) D (ri1) D (x1) . (2.17)



On taking the limit the resulting Lagrangians are4

(2-20)

and these agree with the Lagrangians found in [16] which correspond to what they termed

minimal Feynman diagrams5.

2.4 Observables

Rozansky and Witten introduced two types of observables. The first is made up of only the

field and certain classes on X. There is an isomorphism between the spaces f)̂  ' '(.Y) and

(°fc)A') given by the tensor

(2.21)

Let u b e a fc-form which is d closed as a (k, 0)-form and which is d closed as a (0, fc)-form. From
this and the similarity of the BRST operators to the Dolbeault operators one concludes that

O(«) = w/, ,,(</>) 7 7 / l . . y « , (2.22)

is BRST closed and hence a good observable in the theory. From the scalings that we performed

in the previous section we learn that the these observables scale with an R dependence, as

where the ellipses indicate lower order terms. For example, when n = 1 and k = 2, the observable

scales as

0 M = i W / l , / J ^ ) 7 ? o N £ + .... (2-24)

These observables play a role in determining, from the path integral point of view, the behaviour

of the Casson invariant under the operation of taking a connected sum [16]. The normalisation

of the observable, as I have given it here, therefore seems to be incorrect. Rather, one should

perhaps define it from the outset to be

O(u) = (/R) k uh Ik (cf>) r/7' . . . T}1*, (2.25)

4 One also needs to shift

r,' - I ^ r ^ ( ^ o ) ^ . (2.18)

5 With Ci = 1/R and ci — 1 the required scalings to arrive at the minimal Feynman vertices are 4>'
and n1 -+ lo + Rn'q •



though I have no convincing argument for this from the three dimensional viewpoint at present.

On the other hand if we had begun with c\ = \/R and ci = 1 then after the scalings indicated

in footnote 5 we would have found the more appealing result

O{u)^uh / t ( f o ) » ? £ . . . »?£. (2.26)

Let K, be a knot and 1Z a representation of Sp(n). The second set of observables are constructed

from the gauge field,

fj + niJKLXKVL- (2.27)

Under a BRST transformation A transforms as a gauge field ought to, so that Wilson loops,

JicA (2.28)

are BRST invariant and metric independent. Under the scalings of the last section (also for

c\ = l/R and ci = 1) the gauge field goes over to

Au -> nUKL(cf>o)xKVo- (2-29)

This connection will make an appearance again when we come to Mapping-Tori.

2.5 New Invariants and Beyond the &i(M) = 3 Barrier

The problem that one faces in obtaining non-zero results past &i(M) = 3 is that there seems to

be no natural way in which to handle the (excess) \ harmonic modes. For dimRX = An and

b\(M) = &i there are 2nbi x harmonic modes and In t] harmonic modes. The 77 harmonic mode

count tells us that the total number of insertions of vertices in any given diagram is 2n so that

that the most one can hope to do is to soak up 6n x harmonic modes (since, as one can see from

the vertices, there are at most three x for each 77). This puts the upper limit on 61. Insertions

of the observables do not help matters. In fact both the point observables O(u>) and the knot

observables W()C) work the wrong way in that they are 77 dependent.

Apart from the two types of observables that have already been discussed there is a third type

which is available when 61 (M) / 0 and which can "soak up" the \ ! z e r o modes. However,

the observables that we will construct are only invariant under one of the BRST operators.

This should not be a problem in making sense of the observables. The usual arguments to

prove metric independence of the expectation value of a product of observables only requires

the existance of one BRST operator, Q, with respect to which the observables in question are

closed. If the observable is Q exact, then under normal conditions, its expectation value will

vanish. If the Q invariant observable has non-zero expectation value then we may conclude

that it is a non-trivial topological observable. The role of the other BRST operator is to pick

out a representative of the Q class that the observable belongs to. The problem in explicitly

constructing such a representative in the field theory is that it may have to be non-local. Of

course, at the level of cohomology, any representative of a class is as good as any another so we

do not need to impose the extra condition that observables are also Q closed. Hence, I will take



the attitude that since the observables below are in Q cohomology and are independent of the

metric on A/3, that they constitute good topological observables.

The Q supersymmetry is such that given any closed 1-cycle 7

XJ, (2.30)f
is invariant. The path integral is such that essentially the x1 of interest will be harmonic on

M so that the 7 may as well be taken to live in Hi(Af). For each 7 one may view xj{l) as a

section of T{lfi)X. Let 7,, i = 1 , . . . , &i(Af), be a basis of HY{M) and set

f XJ- (2.31)
-'Ti

One also has that

riT = g7jejKVR\ (2.32)

is Q invariant and the TJ1 are sections of

Let A be a {0,q) form on X with values in A * 1 ^ 1 - 0 ^ ® A^T^X ® • • • ® AkrT^l'°KX where

bi(M) = r. In local coordinates such an object can be written as

< t 1 ' W "•' rf rf » . . . - » , - » . . . « » . » . (2.33)
d J i dzJi d J ^

In the above formula labels in a given set are understood to be antisymmetric amongst them-

selves. Now given such a form one can construct an observable

(j\..jl. ) (J[...J: ) 7 7

O ( X ) ( q ; k u k 2 , . . . , k r ) = A l ^ V ^V'.-V*.
j r . . . \ ' ( 7 r ) j £ r - (2-34)

One may well need to average over cycles in computing expectation values of such observables

to ensure that the outcome does not depend on the choices of basis that we have made.

Perhaps the prototypical example of such an observable is that made out of the holomorphic

symplectic two form itself. One defines

e(7i, 72) = * / . / / X1 <f XJ, (2-35)

which is BRST invariant by virtue of the fact that tjj is holomorphic. Products of such operators

are also BRST invariant and hence good observables. Each such operator soaks up 2 of the \

zero modes so that if there are m such operators then one finds the 'selection rule'

6n -f- 2m = 2b\ii (2.36)

which acts as an upper bound on b\ so that the expectation value of the observable does not

necessarily vanish.

Let A = en and note that A € Q<°-°'(Af, A2nr (1 '0)A') so that it is of the type that we have

introduced above. One may define observables

0(A)(7,-)=(W X'/VV- (2-37)

10



For example let b\ = 4, then we need m = n. In fact a nice example is n = m = 2.

These observables may give rise to more effective invariants of three manifolds with 61 > 0 than

the Rozansky-Witten invariants. As discussed in the introduction Z^W[M\ is, for all hyper-

Kahler manifolds X, essentially a classical invariant of M if bi{M) > 0. How one deals with

the Rozansky-Witten invarant in perturbation theory depends on b\{M) through the number

of x1 harmonic modes. Insertions of operators that only involve the x1 harmonic modes means

that the perturbation series is effectively the same as that for a three manifold with smaller first

betti-number. Inserting enough operators into the path integral will mean that the invariant will

be proportional to the same type of integrals of products of Greens functions that are typical of

the Casson invariant for a three manifold with 6j = 0.

The choice of normalization of operators is important here as well. With the normalization

above and the scalings of the previous section these observables will vanish as R —> 0. For the

choice ci = 1/R and c2 = 1 the scalings given in footnote 5 tell us to replace the fields with

their harmonic modes and in the R —> 0 limit the operators survive.

2.6 Ray-Singer Torsion and Duality

There is a small puzzle that presents itself. The twisted N = 4 theory will calculate the Casson

invariant. One can twist the physical low energy theory and once more one should be calculating

the Casson invariant. But now we seem to have gotten more than our moneys worth as not

only does one find the Casson invariant but at one loop the theory also yields up the Ray-Singer

torsion. How can this be?

The answer to this is that there is a difference between the topological theory that one finds by

twisting the low energy effective physical theory and the Rozansky-Witten model. They differ

by dualising the gauge field. The path integral for a photon and that for a (compact scalar)

on R3 agree, however, on an arbitrary three manifold the ratio of path integrals is precisely the

Ray-Singer torsion. The easiest way to see this is to simply take the ratio. The path integral

for the gauge field gives

d e t A r 1 / 2 . d e t A 0 , (2.38)

while that for the scalar is

de tA 0 - 1 / 2 (2.39)

where the subscript denotes the form degree that the Laplacian is acting on. The required ratio

is

d e t A r 1 / 2 . d e t A 0
3 / 2 (2.40)

which is (the inverse of) the Ray-Singer Torsion. So on dualising the topological gauge theory

to obtain the topological sigma model one is feeding in the one loop Ray-Singer Torsion.

11



3 Calculations on S5 x Sl

When the three manifold is a product of a Riemann surface E5, of genus g, and a circle one can

explicitly evaluate the Rozansky-Witten path integral. The actions on such a manifold are,

51 = f \fh~2lg,j(dfi<fitd^+dt<t>'dt4>>)+eIJ(xlD»r1
J + TiIDtTiJ) (3.1)

52 = /v ̂ ^ (e/jfyzV -^a ' j+f i /m^V') ' ) , (3.2)

where xM are local co-ordinates on T,g, I have taken a product metric

h3 = h2®dt\ (3.3)

and have set \f = Yj .

In order to proceed we will need to scale the metric of the Riemann surface down so as to obtain

an effective super quantum mechanics theory. Keep the overall coefficient (2.13) as is but scale

the metric

ds2 = Rhfil/dxfX®dx" ®dt2, (3.4)

so that this limit is slightly different to the one we adopted for the perturbative calculations.

Of course S2 does not feel these choices, but Si certainly does. In order to be able to take the

R —y 0 limit one needs to scale the fields. Let a 0 subscript denote the part of the fields which

are harmonic on the Eg and fields with a _L subscript are orthogonal to these, with respect to

the metric on Eg. The scalings that are to be made are the following

x1 -* VR{xZ + xl
—>

After these scalings the limit R —> 0 can be taken. Once more the choice of scaling is so that

the measure is now

D (V) D (r/) D [r)1) D (x1) . (3.6)

Let us look at each term seperately. As far as cSi is concerned the bosonic field kinetic energy

terms are well behaved giving

^gai to) fo^iaVx + dt&dtti) • (3.7)

There are also the fermionic terms

L (3.8)

12



and

-5 f VfoturfDrf -»• / ^h~2(u(<f>o)r)oDt{4>o)r)o- (3-9)

Now turn to cS2- We have,

^e / jx 'Ax- 7 -+ / ^ / J ( ^ O ) X / A ( « A O ) X J (3.10)

^f X
IxJvKriL -> / nuKLXIxJvo'vo, (3.n)

and

X
J. (3.12)

So the combined actions (3.7) to (3.12) are what we end up with. However, one can simplify

matters greatly by noticing that the path integrals over TJ[
L and 77̂  imply that x ' is harmonic on

E s . We can feed this back in to the actions above to arrive at rather more simplified expressions.

The action that one obtains on taking the limit is the sum of the following two

So = j Q j

-\tu{<t>o)Xo Dt{<t>0)xi +^UKLXoxivoVo^j (3-13)

and

SL = f fv^f^(^o)V i aVi + «/j(0o)xî M(0o)'7i>)

+ tu{4>o)v{D{<t>o)xi], (3-14)

Notice that So is a standard, topological, supersymmetric quantum mechanics action.

After all these manouvers one obtains the partition function,

Zfv{Y,a x S1] = JD<f>iDr,lDJflDXle-XSo Zj_[Eg x S1], (3.15)

where

ZL = I D^DxiD^Drji e~S±, (3.16)

and A is the volume of the E5 with respect to the metric /12. The partition function (3.16) is

unity. As explained in [16] this partition function calculates the Ray-Singer torsion. Since we

are integrating over modes which are not harmonic on Efl the cohomology that is being seen on

E s x Sl is essentially acyclic. In this case the Ray-Singer torsion is honestly 'trivial' and the

partition function is unity.

We are left with the following partition function

7,RW\Y y <?M — / DAS Dn' Dfr̂  n v ' p ~ ^ ( i (1 M\
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3.1 The Path Integral on S2 X S1

On the two sphere there are no x' harmonic modes so that the path integral becomes

7?VVTS2 x S l̂ — / Dd>{ Dn1 Dn1 e~^^o C\ 18)

where

/ \2 /

Happily enough, we do not have to evaluate this path integral6. When A' is compact and hyper-
Kahler this is the supersymmetric quantum mechanics path integral that evaluates (minus') the
index of the Dolbeault operator [1, 22]. When A' is hyper-Kahler but not compact, one finds the
same combination of Riemann tensor terms as in the compact case (though this need no longer
be the 'index' of the Dolbeault operator), hence8

Zfv[S2 x 51] = - / Todd (TXC)

where the i, are the eigenvalues of

\zKdJT. (3.21)

This calculation corroborates that in [16] which uses a Hilbert space approach to determine the
partition function. The advantage that we have here is that we do not deal with the cohomology
groups directly and so do not have to identify Zx[S2 X S1] with XZ?-=o(— 1 )t4"1 dim//^°lA:^, though
this identification is correct for A' compact.

3.2 The Path Integral on T2 x S1

The sigma model in this case is rather easy to get a handle on. Essentially one can forget all
the non-harmonic modes so that the final 'path integral' is an integral over X plus integration
over the fermions. The formula that one obtains is precisely that that one would obtain from
supersymmetric quantum mechanics for the index of the de-Rham operator, that is the integral
of the Euler class.

However, it is not difficult to do so. Following standard calculations as in [l] one obtains the second equality
in (3.20) as it is given. One thing I made use of though, is the isomorphism between the holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic tangent bundles. This is achieved by the covariantly constant, non-degenerate, tensor Sj = g e/vj.
This means that one may exchange cijrjJ for gI-j'j

J in the supersymmetric quantum mechanics theory.
7The sign is not easy to determine apriori. However, with sign for the calculations on T3 given, the sign here

follows from the calculations performed on Mapping-Tori
8The definition of the Todd class is

-r-r

H
c,(A')/2

sinh(x,/2) Hsinh(x,/2) H sinh (x,/2)
i i t

but for the manifolds in question one has ci(A') = 0. This means that, A(TA'c) = Todd(TA'c) a familiar fact for
Calabi-Yau manifolds.
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In detail one sees that on T2 there are two x1 harmonic modes, x[ a n d x{- One can combine

fields in the following way

= (no,9lKtKJxi), (3-22)

and the action in these variables is precisely that of the topological field theory that calculates

the Euler characteristic of X! The path integral presents us with the Euler characteristic in

Gauss-Bonnet form. Hence, regardless of whether X is compact or not, the final formula for the

path integral is as an integral over X of the Euler class. Again this agrees with the calculations

in [16] for compact manifolds, namely that

Z$W[T3} =
2n

i,j=O

= X(X). (3.23)

Now the Riemann curvature two-form Ra
b is self dual for both /v'3 and XAH, indeed for all

hyper-Kahler four manifolds, so that the ratio of integrals that formally represent the Euler

characteristic and the A genus do not depend on the hyper-Kahler manifold in question. This

is one of the main properties exploited in [16] so as to use results from the compact manifolds

to arrive at equivalent statements for the non-compact ones. Of course when the real dimension

of X is greater than 4, the situation becomes somewhat more involved.

3.3 The x Path Integral

The number of components of xo depends on the genus g of E5. For the sphere there are no

such modes and the path integral calculated the integral of the Todd class of X. This, for a

compact manifold, coincides with the index of the Dolbeault operator d on X. So the rj, rj path

integral can be said to correspond to the d operator. On the Torus one found instead, owing to

the presence of two xo zero-modes, that the path integral yields the integral over X of the Euler

class. This for compact X corresponds to the index of the de-Rham operator. Alternatively this

may also be viewed as the index of the Dolbeault operator with values in T^'^X. From this

second, character valued, viewpoint the 77, rj system still corresponds to the Dolbeault operator,

and the \ fields are there to take into account the fact that the forms take values in T^'^X.

For genus g the x system corresponds to forms taking values in ( A T ^ 0 ' 1 ^ ] . Consequently,

the path integral for compact X calculates the super dimension of

X, ( A T ^ 1 ) * ) ® 3 ] , (3.24)

X, (AT(°'1)X) ) are the Dolbeault cohomology groups of X with values
/

in f AT(Oll)-Y j . The path integral gives the index of the operator in terms of powers of the
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Riemann curvature tensor. When X is non-compact precisely the same combinations of the

Riemann curvature tensor appear. The only thing lacking is the interpretation of this object as

the index of the Dolbeault operator.

In either case (A' compact or not) for g > 1 the path integral vanishes. We saw this in the

perturbative expansion and it is unfortunate, but still true in the current setting since we can

still only pull down R2n (because of r? zero modes). It is unfortunate for while one sees quite

directly that the relevant Hilbert space (for X compact) is (3.24) the usefulness, at the moment,

of this remains academic as the path integral vanishes. The fact that the path integral vanishes

is that the integral is over X but the 'form degree' is greater than An (measured now by the

number of 77, rj modes and half of the x's)-

The details of the supersymmetric path integral approach to the index theorem with values in

a bundle (the \ integral) can be found, for example, in [1].

4 Calculations on Mapping Tori

In this section I will generalize slightly the three manifolds that can be dealt with by shrinking

a Riemann surface away. Here we will be interested in Mapping Tori over a circle. A Mapping

Torus is a three manifold that is constructed from Sg x [0, l] on gluing the two E s boundaries

together after acting on one of them by a diffeomorphism / .

The path integral on such a manifold is the same as a path integral on E3 X R but with all fields

$ satisfying

${x,t + l) = f'Q(x,t). (4.1)

We still have the freedom, in the Rozansky-Witten model, to take the zero volume limit of S3 in

the path integral on S 3 x [0,1]. This will once more 'squeeze' away all the states on S 5 except for

the harmonic modes. Hence, the path integral on E3 x [0,1] with the boundary conditions (4.1)

will devolve to a path integral on the circle with the insertion of an operator that implements

the diffeomorphism on the harmonic modes. Denote this operator by U and denote the Mapping

Torus by £[/.

What is U? We only need to ask how / acts on the \o fields since it acts trivially on 770 and

TJQ. Let aQ) and ba, for a = 1 , . . . , c/, be a "canonical" basis for H\ (S3,Z) = Z25, such that the

intersection pairing of the cycles satisfies

(aa,a0) = {ba,b0) = O, (4.2)

and

{aQ,bp) = -(ba)ap) = 6ap. (4.3)

Let u>° and u% be a basic set of real harmonic 1-forms dual to the homology basis

^ = 5af3, f ^ = f u° = 0, (4.4)
Jap Jbp
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and

/ A uf = £ (7 u"a f 4-f Jb f A = S". (4.5)
\J Jb b j7 = 1 \Jay Jb-, Jay Jb-y j

/

The mapping class group acts on the homology basis by elements of Sp(2<7,Z). Let

a 2g X 2g matrix. Then U € Sp (2g, Z) means that

UT.E.U = E, (4.7)

and one has

where

ATC-CTA = 0

BTD - DTB = 0

ATD - CTB = I. (4.9)

Now expand Xo m t n e basis,

where the \ a a-re fields on the S1. By virtue of (4.4) the action of the mapping class group,

thought of as acting on the x1 ' s exactly the same as on the homology basis. For U € Sp (2g, Z)

the action on x1 ls

4.1 The Path Integral

The path integral to be performed,

Z$W[HU]= [ D<f>{ Dri1 Drj1 f Z ? x J e ~ A 5 ° , (4-12)

has the same form as (3.17) except that the x1 are now not periodic on the circle but rather

satisfy twisted boundary conditions. The zero subscript on the fields has been dropped as it is

clear that this path integral is on the circle and all tensors on X are understood to depend on

<f)o. The path integral measure is

(£>T/\/A) (Drfy/X) (Dx'y/X) • (4.13)
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We expand the fields in Fourier modes on the circle and perform that following scalings; for <p',

•q1 and J}1 all their modes except the constant mode are scaled (divided) by y/X, all the modes

of x a r e scaled by y/X. The measure is now A independent and the path integral factorises as

ZxWPv]= f Deb1 Drj1 Drj'e-S' f D x ' e " 5 ^ , (4.14)
J J U

where

Sx =

.E. dt X
J + HIJKL (x'T)l-E.XJTlg %L) (4.15)

and the TJQ, TJQ are the constant modes of the fields.

It is not completely straightforward to evaluate the \ path integral. The procedure that I will

follow is to change variables from the x ' fields to a periodic set of fields ip1. The price to be

paid is that a new connection appears in the action for the rp fields. Let

X
7(0 = e ' t l V ( 0 , (4.16)

where

eiv = U. (4.17)

As one varies (, the matrix e runs along a path in Sp{2g, K) from the identity to U € Sp(2g, Z).

The field xl>! is periodic in t, so that

x'(t + n) = e l '('+n)u.tf /(0

= U.x'it + n-1), (4.18)

as required on the Mapping Torus. The action (4.15), in terms of the new variables is,

f / J (dt + iv) + QUKLVO

so that the path integral goes over to

f Dx'e~5x = / D0 7e~ 5*. (4.20)

Formally this path integral evaluates the square root of the determinant (Pfaffian) of the operator

tf ' S r } ! ; , (4.21)

which is the (pull-back of the) covariant derivative on sections of an Sp(2g, K) ® Sp(n) bundle.

One may write the operator then as

dt + A (4.22)

where

A = u®E©I®f l . (4.23)
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In (4.23) Ft is the matrix form,

^ K t . (4-24)

Notice that the Sp(n) part of the gauge field is precisely the component of (2.29) in the time

direction.

To proceed I will evaluate the determinant and then take its square root. One way to do this is

to work on the interval and to specify boundary data. This approach is explained in a related

context9 in section (3.1) of [4].

By following the derivation in [4] one obtains

Det(u®l-l®eR(Tl>v)\ (4.25)

which agrees with (the equivalent of) (3.24) of [4] when U = I. The path integral over the

non-constant modes of <£', r\l and T]1 give back the integrand of the 5 2 X S1 path integral (3.20)

but with the X{ now the eigenvalues of (4.24). The integral over the constant modes of TJJ and

Tj1 turn the i , into the eigenvalues of (3.21). So, putting all the pieces together we obtain

ZxW[Zu] = - / Todd (TXC) Det (ll ® I - I ® e R)^'. (4.26)

One can now write this as

§w v]. (4.27)

To obtain the coefficient, /[E[/], of the top form one essentially differentiates the integrand, as

a function of a variable u (R -> u), 2n times and evaluates at u = 0. That coefficient is the

data that depends on the Mapping Torus while the integral over X of the top form yields cx-

However, one can show that /[Ey] obtained in this way is related to the Alexander polynomial

of /[Ej/] (and its derivatives). This is a special example of the more general result that for all

three manifolds with 6i = 1, the partition function is a function of the Alexander polynomial of

that manifold. This last fact is established in [7] using a path integral argument that is quite

different to the one employed here.

There are some easy checks that one can make on (4.26). Firstly when E s = 5 2 the determinant

is formally unity. This gives us back (3.20). When E3 = T2, with U = I, the determinant is

Det^I-I^e^)172 = Bet(l-eR)

= -n2sinh(x,/2), (4.28)

which means that

-Todd (TXC) Det (n ® E - I ® e ̂ ) 1 / 2 = J J Xi = e{X). (4.29)

9At one point in the derivation in [4] the fact that for a group valued field det (Adg)k = 1 is used. The
equivalent, det(efl) = 1, in the present context holds as ci(X) = 0, this being another point of contact with
Chern-Simons theory.
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This reproduces the the result for T2. Notice, however, that there is an ambiguity in the choice

of the root of the determinant. The choice I have made is consistent with the formula, derived

below, for the mapping torus. There the sign is set by demanding that it agrees with the formula

forS2 x S 1 .

Recall that for a curve of genus greater than one the quantum mechanics path integral for

S s x 5 1 vanishes as one is obtaining too high powers of the curvature two form. In the present

situation, we can see the same result for the same reason. From the general formula (4.26) one

finds that with U = I,

Det (i ® I - I ® e R)1/2 = Det (l - e R)9 (4.30)

the determinant starts off as ( f ] i i f , which vanishes when g > 2.

4.2 The Casson Invariant for Mapping-Tori

When dim^A' = 4, we are (essentially) calculating the Casson invariant. To begin with let the

Riemann surface be a Torus. In such a situation the Mapping-Torus is a Torus bundle over the

circle. The matrix U, is now an element of 5L(2,Z) and takes the form

U = I P q ) , with ps - qr = 1, and p, <?, r, s <E Z. (4.31)
\ r s J

One calculates that

/ R ll2

2 = Detf pl ~& q \
\ rl sl-e

= Det(l-(p+s)eR+ e2

= Det (2 c o s h / ? - {p+s)I)1/2. (4.32)

When dimRA" = 4 the (2-form) eigenvalues of R are x and —x (since the manifold is Ricci flat).

This means that in this case we have

Det (2 c o s h / ? - (p+s ) I ) 1 / 2 = (2 cosh i - ( p+s ) ) , (4.33)

and

f
J

ff , f2
x 4 sinh 2/2

1 / 2

(2 cosh x-(p + s))

Ix V 4 s i n h ul
= Cx 1 [i (yj, r1-^4)

where

/ .,2 \ "

(2 cosh u - {p + s))
= sinh2u/2 y u = 0

J + S + 10) , (4.35)
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and

with

cx = -\be{X), (4.36)

be(X) = - 2 f x2. (4.37)

All of this is in complete agreement with the calculations of Rozansky and Witten who arrive
at these formula in two different (from the present derivation) ways. Their first method is to
use the result from Chern-Simons theory that one is calculating the second derivative of the
Ray-Singer torsion of the manifold while the second method is to make use of the explicit action
of U on the Hilbert space of states when X is a K3 surface.

For hyper-Kahler manifolds of real dimension 4 and for E s with any genus g,

® I - I ® e R)1/2= - f Todd (TXC) Det (U - I) - / Det {u ® I - I ® e )

e t ( C / - I ) . (4.38)

5 Reduction of the Rozansky-Witten Theory to Two Dimensions

Given a theory on a d + n dimensional manifold Yd+n, there are two different ways to obtain
a theory on a d dimensional manifold Md- The first is to consider a manifold of the form
Yd+n = Md x Rn and to simply to 'forget' the dependence of the fields on the Rn coordinate-this
goes by the name of dimensional reduction. The second is to consider the theory on a manifold
Yd+i = Md x Nn and then to perform a harmonic eigenmode expansion of the fields with respect
to some suitable operator on /Vn say, for example, in terms of eigenmodes of the Laplacian. The
second approach is called Kaluza-Klein reduction, and yields a theory with a finite number of
fields on Md, when it is possible to integrate out most of the infinite tower of fields (one for each
eigenmode). Typically, in conventional field theory, one takes the size of Nn to be very small
and then almost all the modes decouple. The error in doing this goes like the size of iVn, which
for physical reasons (we do not see it) is very small. In a topological field theory one may have
the freedom to vary the volume at will (since the theory should be metric independent) and
therefore pass from the theory in d + n dimensions to the theory in d, without error.

For the Rozansky-Witten theory on a three manifold of the form Sp x S1 there are then a
number of approaches that one may take. One can, as in section 2.3, evaluate the path integral
perturbatively by using the freedom to scale the coupling constant in front of the action which
leads to the expressions already determined in terms of Greens functions on the three manifold.
We have also used the Kaluza-Klein idea in order to equate the path integral of the Rozansky-
Witten theory on E5 X S1 with a supersymmetric field theory on Sl. Alternatively one can,
instead, shrink the radius of the 5 1 , that is one may perform a Kaluza-Klein reduction on the
circle, to obtain an effective theory on E s that should also be equivalent to the Rozansky-Witten
theory.
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What theory will be obtained when one dimensionally reduces? There are two topological sigma

models known in two dimensions that arise from the twist of the standard supersymmetric sigma

model. They can be reduced to integrals over the moduli space of pseudo-holomorphic curves

in the case of the A-model or to an integral over constant maps in the case of the B-model.

A moments reflection will show that it must be the topological sigma model known as the B-

model [23] that we obtain on reduction of the Rozansky-Witten theory, since there too the path

integral is reduced to an integral over constant maps. We can be more systematic about the

relationship.

First the field content is the same. In a given complex structure of the hyper-Kahler manifold

A, let <f>1 be local holomorphic coordinates. The fields appearing in the B-model are bosonic

maps, <fi' from S to A . There is also a Grassmann odd one form p with values 4>* f T^''°^Y J and

two Grassmann odd zero forms with values in <f>" ( T ^ ^ ' A J. This is precisely the content of the

Rozansky-Witten model on dimensional reduction. The bosonic field </>' is clearly there. In the

prefered complex structure one has V = <p" ( T ' ! ' O ' A J , SO that TJ is one of the Grassmann odd

sections of 0* fT'Oll^A j while the component of \ in the S1 direction provides the other. The

one form is supplied by the rest of \-. To make precise contact with the fields in [23] one makes

use of the natural isomorphism between the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic tangent bundles

of the hyper Kahler manifold X. One sets

(5.1)

Secondly one can compare the supersymmetry transformations, (2.11), after reduction directly

with (4.2) in [23] and see, with the identifications made in (5.1), that they agree.

Of course, the ultimate test is that the actions agree as indeed they do. We can read off from

(3.1,3.2) the dimensionally reduced actions,

Si = J^ V^ffiA^V +c/j.\^V (5.2)

(5-3)

which are in agreement with (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) of [23].

There is, in principle, an anomaly in the B-model as the fields that make up the quadratic

part of the Grassmann action are sections of different bundles. The fermionic determinant will

thus have an anomaly unless certain conditions are met. Indeed it turns out that X must

satisfy ci(A') = 0. The fact that the manifold A' that appears in the Rozansky-Witten theory

is hyper-Kahler ensures that the B-model makes sense.

We have not shown the equivalence of the generalized Casson invariant on a three manifold

M = £ x 5 1 with the B-model, for the same target space A". To do that one would have to show

that shrinking the S1 reproduces the B-model. They are, infact, not equivalent; see footnote 11

for a brief discussion of this point.
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5.1 Observables

As shown in [23] the observables of the B-model are naturally equivalent to,

(5.4)

As discussed by Witten [23] in order to describe the mirror map from the point of view of the

topological sigma models one needs to thicken the moduli space a bit. One partial thickening is

to define a B model which makes sense as one changes the complex structure of X. This is what

Witten called a classical deformation. There are other thickenings that one may consider and

one such example may be found in [23]. Fortunately, for us, the model of Rozansky and Witten

comes equipped with a supersymmetry that does not require the specification of the complex

structure of X. This property passes down to the B-model of this section. Hence, for a hyper-

Kahler target space the B model (5.2, 5.3) is well defined for all the complex structures that

are compatible with the hyper-Kahler structure. The essence of the matter is that the action

enjoys two linearly independent BRST symmetries the second BRST supersymmetry being,

r = V
r, Q4>T=0, _

= 0, Qx1 = tIJ9jKdcj>K - r'JKriJxK,

and, furthermore, it is exact with respect to both Q and Q. AjJ, the element in

that deforms the complex structure while preserving the hyper-Kahler structure, is proportional

to glKeKJ.

One can now compare with the proposal of Labastida and Marino [11] for perturbing the B-

model so that it incorporates complex structure deformations. From the discusion of the previous

paragraph we should find that the perturbed B-model agrees with the unperturbed B-model.

They proposed a deformed action together with a deformed BRST supersymmetry. That su-

persymmetry, their equation (26), is a linear combination of the Q and Q supersymmetries and

the action10, their equation (32), agrees with (5.2, 5.3).

5.2 Reduction of the Kapranov-Kontsevich Theory to Two Dimensions

There is a refinement of the Rozansky-Witten theory due to Kontsevich [10] and Kapranov [8].

The point is that one may lift the requirement that X be hyper-Kahler. Instead one considers A'

to be a complex manifold with a holomorphic symplectic structure. This means that X comes

equipped with a two form e which is closed, dt = 0, holomorphic (that is a (2,0) form) and

of maximal rank (non-degenerate), €n ^ 0. Manifolds of this type also have vanishing Ci(X).

The corresponding three dimensional field theory, which requires a choice of Hermitian metric,

is described in the appendix of [16].

The model that one obtains is actually a generalisation of the B-model as holomorphic symplectic

manifolds do not have to be Kahler and so, in particular, do not have to be Calabi-Yau manifolds.

Recall that the topological models are obtained by twisting the N = 2 sigma model. The

0To show the equivalence of the transformation rules and of the action one needs to remember that
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extended supersymmetric theory is formulated on a Kahler manifold and so by construction the

A and B models are defined on Kahler manifolds. However, the A-model makes sense without

the Kahler condition on A', it is enough that A' admit an almost complex structure. Consistency

for the B model requires that ci(A') = 0.

The action for the B-model on a Riemann surface Es, is found just by dimensional reduction11

of the model presented in [16] and setting \i — V1 where t is the S1 co-ordinate,

f/ f (5.6)

where

and

The BRST operator Q acts in the following way

Q<(>!_ = 0, Q</>7 = 777 QTj' = O g)

Qv1 = o, Qx1 = -d^.

It was also pointed out in [16] that the BRST class of L2 is independent of the connection FjA-,

that is, one can add to TjK a tensor Ajh-, and L2 is then changed by a BRST exact term. One

immediate implication of this is that it is BRST equivalent to work with a covariantly constant

f. We have to show that even though

^ O , (5.10)

one can choose a new connection VK (F + .4) so that

VA-(r + A ) t / J = V'A-e7J = 0. (5.11)

Let tIJ be the matrix that inverts c/j,

e'JeJK = S'K. (5.12)

Such a matrix exits as e is non-degenerate, furthermore it is holomorphic since e is. The required

tensor Aj^ is

\ • (5.13)

"Since the topologica] theory should not depend on the metric one puts on the three manifold one could also
consider the theory in three dimensions and take the radius of the S1 to zero. This will not give back the two
dimensional model. Rather one will obtain the two dimensional theory together with the insertion of an operator.
It is the expectation value of this operator that will give back the Casson invariant.
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One finds,

y + - (VA-ey/ + V/OA-) - -

3 (VAC/J + V/eyA- + V76A-7)

= 3 {dh-eu + diejK + djeA/)

= 0, (5.14)

and the last equality follows since e is also closed.

Consequently, we see that there is precisely enough information in having a holomorphic sym-

plectic structure to be able to find a connection with respect to which e is covariantly constant.

BRST invariance tells us that we may work with such a connection without changing the results

of the topological field theory. As far as the theory is concerned this means that we can just as

well drop the last line of (5.8), providing that we understand all covariant derivatives to be with

respect to the new connection. Once one has chosen the connection so that the holomorphic

symplectic structure e is also parallel then all the Chern forms12 of C2j+i(X) vanish [9]. Some

stringent conditions on the cohomology of X can be deduced from these facts, [9].

Returning to the properties of the field theory, the scaling arguments used to deduce that the

Rozansky-Witten model devolves to an integral over constant maps can be directly taken over

to the Kapranov-Kontsevich theory. The new B-model (5.6), likewise can be shown to devolve

to an integral on the space of constant maps, that is to an integral over X.

This generalised B-model is probably obtained from the twisting of an N — 2 sigma model with

non-zero B field. In particular, one expects that B = e.
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